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Q. What does this quotation convey to you in the present context?
The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others- Mahatma Gandhi (150 words)
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Approach

Explain the meaning of the quote briefly.
Discuss the relevance of the quote in the present context.
Add examples for substantiation.
Conclude suitably.

Introduction

The quote suggests that true self-discovery and fulfillment are achieved through selfless acts of service to
others. By focusing on the needs and well-being of others, individuals transcend their own self-interests
and connect with a deeper sense of purpose and identity. In essence, the path to understanding oneself
lies in serving and contributing to the greater good of humanity.

Body

The relevance of the quote in the present context :

Empathy and Compassion:
Acts of service rooted in empathy and compassion foster human connection and solidarity.
Volunteers challenge social divisions and injustices by serving marginalized communities.

Global Volunteer Movement:
Volunteers worldwide dedicate time and resources to various causes, ranging from
humanitarian aid to community development.
Through selfless service, volunteers experience personal growth and fulfillment.

Disaster Relief Efforts:
Volunteers play a crucial role in providing aid and support in the aftermath of natural
disasters.
By sacrificing comfort and safety, volunteers discover purpose and connection.

Building Bridges of Understanding:
Service breaks down barriers and builds bridges between individuals from diverse
backgrounds.
Volunteers challenge societal norms and systems that perpetuate inequality and injustice.

Supporting Marginalized Communities:
Organizations provide support to marginalized populations, such as refugees and victims of
discrimination.
Through service, volunteers alleviate suffering and advocate for systemic change.

Personal and Social Transformation:
Service offers a pathway to personal and social transformation.
Individuals find meaning and fulfillment in serving others, contributing to a more just and
compassionate society.



Conclusion

Thus, through acts of selflessness and compassion, individuals not only make a positive impact on the
lives of others but also discover a deeper sense of purpose and fulfillment in their own lives.
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